
H2H3 RUN #462 – Saturday 11th September 2021. 

 

Location:  Hupkapong Dam. 

GPS Coordinates:  N 12.763200, E 99.907183 

Google Map Link:  https://goo.gl/maps/xbwLcwdZD9TgtADv8 

 

Hares:  Ballbanger and GI Joe 

Biermeister Team:  Ballbanger & Hong Ting Tong 

Ice Man:  Ballbanger 

Tax Collector:  African Queen 

Scribe:  Tinks 

 

Number of Hashers:  28 

 

Pre-Run 

A return to Hashing after a 7 week abscence due to Covid-19 Restrictions and to a favorite Ballbanger location at 

Hupkapong Dam.  The weather was being kind although overcast it was dry.  With the new earlier 4:30 start 26 

Hashers had gathered and Donga called the Hares into the circle for a pre-run briefing.  Ballbanger was abscent 

at this time so GI Joe provided the briefing.  Usual markings paper on the right but no checks.  A warning about 

yappy dogs near the temple but other than that just one rambo walk split. 

 

The Trail  

 

The trail led out in the northerly direction for the first time in a long while from this location skirting the lake and 

ending up on a road.  A left turn and then a long straight past the temple and the dogs and a meeting with 

Ballbanger directing walkers left and Rambos right.  Another straight section before turning left and following 

the base of the hills before another left turn.  The trail continued until paper could be seen of to the left as well 

as continuing straight.  It soon become apparent as to why the trail to the left was visible as the trial led to a 



steep drop into a water course so ended up skirting this until it was crossable safely.  The trail came out onto a 

wide track and ended up back at the rambo loop split point.  From here it was continue on the walkers trail back 

to the lake and back to the cars. 

 

Pre-Circle: 

While we made small chat about the trail and consumed our refreshments and snacks the usual late arrivals 

Slime and Lucky Me completed the trail having been advised on the correct start direction by Golden Delicious.  

They then offloaded shredded paper to Brambles, Onefer and upcoming Hares.  Shortly thereafter Donga called 

the pack to order for the post run Circle. 

 

Circle Down-Downs:  

Hares:  Ballbanger and GI Joe 

Birthday Girl:  Hong Ting Tong 

Song Meister:  Cathusalem 

Joker:  Donga. 

There may have been other DD’s but cannot recall. 

Next week’s Hares:  Rubber Duck, Ding-a-Ling, and Golden Rain. 

 

On On Tinks 

 


